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About This Game

Eon empire is back! And now you have to get in your spaceship and defend your homeplanet against whole Eon Fleet!

Eon Fleet is a simple, yet fun and challenging space shooter with huge amount of enemies from spaceships to asteroids and
space mines.

Simple and fun arcade gameplay
Two different modes - campaign and endless mode.

Different powerups and enemies
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More like outta the war ._.. Stand your ground? Not an option. You better run, run, run!. This game is sort of like what Wii
Archery would be.
It looked kinda rough but in the screenshots but it's pretty fun in VR. Each one of the minigames is very polished by itself and
fun to play.
The entire game is built around a "fun" archery mechanic it's easy to pick up and play and you can keep coming back to it.

. I had high hopes for this game, as I purchased it several years ago in it's early stages and it showed potential. In it's newly full
release state, the game still lacks depth and finesse. While many of the game mechanics are sound, the execution is finicky and
at times even broken. The 'infinite' worlds to be explored are moderately sized squares with resources clustered in the middle a
short stroll away.. I knew this game would be fun as soon as I saw the trailer. It's a fun text parser adventure game. Super retro
and made with love. Plus, snails! Who doesn't love snails?. It may not be graphically on par with anything recent but it sure has
nice voice acting, proper combat, and is easy to pick up and play. The flaw I've seen so far is despite being able to zoom in and
out there are certain things you can't do to make the view even better. Still though for me this is not game breaking. I don't not
remember if I got this in a bundle or not. I may have gotten this free. Anyway what I can say is that considering people have the
ability to ask for refunds if they don't like the game for whatever reason I say give this game a chance. Is it worth the $10.99
Canadian price? I think that is all up to the person.. Hmm finish lvl 1 in 6min maybe,
this game overall is good but camera angle makes me dizzy and i stop playing this game.
and alt+tab for the card.
thank you
2/10. This is a beautiful game. The graphics are different from most RPGMaker games I've seen (though similar in some
respects). Anyway, you play as Zembre a hero that is on call for the King. Well, a new crisis has come to pass... someone has
kidnapped all the virgin females in the kingdom. They all disappeared overnight.

Interestingly, the princess wasn't taken...

There is a lot of humor in the game. So do try it.. One of the best stealth games ever. If you are a fan of Hitman,Metal Gear or
Splinter Cell this is the game four you.
If you are expecting 3rd person shooter than pass,this game requires lots of patience and sneaking.. I rate this game 8/10. I really
wanted to rate it 10/10 because of its fantastic overall gameplay, but there are some mechanical issues in the game which
probably need to be addressed.

I like that this game used a variety of hidden object and puzzle mechanisms, and they made an effort to make the things you’re
finding actually make sense in context. For instance, detergent was found on a maid’s cart and not hidden inside a pillow in a
shed somewhere. I also liked that the storyline starts off with the main character actually working for a living, and going about
their life. The whole game was very story driven with multiple cutscenes and interactions with NPC characters.

For the negatives though, completing puzzles can be very specific for no good reason. For instance in a hidden object game in a
boat you have to fill a bottle with water (and you’re surrounded by water), but for some reason only the water at the top left-
centre of the screen is acceptable (it’s all part of the same body of water). Or when lying items out on a table, you can’t just click
on the table you have to know exactly where the game wants you to put those items on the table. Also sometimes when given a
list of items needed, the game actually requires additional items that it does not tell you about. For instance when making
medicine for a priest you’re given instructions on how to make the medicine, however the game won’t let you make the
medicine until you also put bandages on the table (even though bandages are not asked for) and the game refers to them as a
missing item. Using things like potions can also be really fiddly, as they’re so small and the menu keeps thinking you’re trying to
close it rather than click on something. But on the whole, I really enjoyed the game =)
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I want to dye.. I remember playing this game all the time when I was a kid. The experience feels so authentic and the characters
are so memorable that you'll forget you're playing a game.. If you love killing hundreds of zombies then this is the game.. So,
this game is needlessly difficult. Not that it should be easy, but the difficulty is not based on any skill or timing but on getting
lucky on how your cube bounces. The game requires a precision that the controls don't afford, and the levels are either
straightforward to the point of being linear or so jumbled that the solution is lost in a mess of lines and dots. The main menu is
as difficult to navigate as the levels, and the "minimalism" just leaves the player hanging for some kind of story or reason to
reach the end of the level. It has some moments, but it's nowhere near worth $5. Nor is it worth the time it takes to solve the
puzzles.. Gage Shotgun Pack \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605
NOTE: This DLC is included in both PAYDAY 2: GOTY Edition and Gage Weapon Pack Bundle

Weapons: All three shotguns added in the game are nice additions. The best ones are found within the base game,
either by default or by joining the Payday community. Nothing about any of them really stands out - guns similar to
these have made it into the base game, with minor (if any) stat changes.

Ammo Types: These are what makes this DLC a great buy. 4 different ammo types for all your shotguns:

000 Buckshots: (At the moment) they add a straight damage boost to your regular shotgun ammo, with no
downsides. A version of these are available to all who join the Payday 2 community on Steam.
NOTE: "This ammo type is harder to find." (Locomotive and Street Sweeper) ONLY the case with the
community variant.

HE Rounds: Until recently, these babies were extremely overpowered. Fortunately they no longer stun dozers -
but apart from that ...and charging cloakers - they're still solid.

AP Slugs: The autistic little-brother of HE rounds. Your wall of pellets is reduced to a single slug which goes
through armor and shields. Due to shotguns' accuracy they're not very useful.

Flechette Rounds: Slightly lower damage, very long range. Until recently they weren't very useful, but no longer
suffering from ammo deficiency, they can be great.Melee weapons, masks, patterns and materials: Purely
cosmetic and\/or minor aspects of the game.

Overall: This DLC would probably be my 2'nd pick. Way over half my hours have been spent with shotgun in
hand; although simple, rolling shotguns offers a fast-paced playstyle. Simply point in general direction, fire, and
watch those helmets fly were it graduation day.
Apart from that one week when One Down difficulty was first implemented - shotguns have reigned superior.
If Payday 2 is up your alley - get this DLC now.. Welcome to the ancient North, once the cradle of culture and
peace, but is now corrupted by magic and inhabited by nasty bandits sowing destruction in airships.

Choose to be a vicious Buccaneer or an infamous Viking and take a glider to the skies. Your goal is to drop enemy
vessels and secure dominance of the ancient North. Fire cannons, help others, board enemy ships or be the captain –
whatever it takes to get your enemies out of the way. The success, as well as the bitter defeat, is solely dependent on
how well you co-operate with your crew mates.

Finding the right kind of battle strategy is not self-evident in the merciless winds and twisted magic of the North....
Poodles gave me cancer. I bought this because I wanted to play another Contra, and Konamy isn't exaclty interested in
making another one. i didn't have any expectations, I just wanted a minimally solid run and gun platfomer to pass the
time. So, how does this little game holds up? Well, pretty badly. This title has so many things going wrong it's hard to
start. Well, let's go with the music. The music is done by some artist that may be famous, he may be good in his art
and all, but the sound track doesn't mix well with the action. I makes the game boring. Remember Contra first stage,
how warlike was that music? It was heart poundig, well done, made for an action game. It FELT good. In this game,
the music makes you want to go to a moderate walk, instead of running, jumping and shotting aliens in the face.
Then there are the levels. They are relatively long, with a lot of platforms, barrels, boxes and other stuff with no
purpose whatsoever. Enemies are bland and not numerous. Some stages felt even a bit devoid of life (and action).
Also, enemies have this tendency of shotting fast and outside the screen. It makes dodging bullets hard, but you don't
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die in the first shot here, you have a life bar (this game is not really hard compared to Contra either). Sometimes you
only realise there is an enemy there after getting shot. To make things worse, your character is relativelly slow, not
even close to the ninjas that were Bill and Lance. Yeah, in Metal Slug you control slow characters that can't even
shoot in diagonals, but in that game enemies shoot (generally) slow and have predictable behaviour. You also die with
a single shot too, differently from 8-Bit Commando. I also had some problems with a player 2 always spawning
around and despawning in my playthrougs. Have no ideia if it is intended that way or not and I don't know how to fix
it (and I don't care anymore). Then, there are the bosses. The ideas are not bad. Helicopters and other military stuff
attack you with predictable patterns in straight forward routines. I liked them a bit. Sadly, they are not very engaging,
but I think they are the best part of this game. Anyway, I didn't finish this and I never will... If you can get it for
LESS than a Dollar (pra mim não vale mais que 1 real!) and you are REALLY craving for something that barely
resembles Contra, that's ok. But keep in mind you may be still wasting you money even so...
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